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Abstract: One of the major reasons for polluting the 

environment is fossil fuel burning. This pollution of fossil fuel has 
resumed the market of electric vehicles (EVs) for starting use of 
renewable sources of energy. In electric vehicles, plug-in charging 
method has a drawback of charging a vehicle at a very low time, 
having less reliability and spatial issues. To avoid these kinds of 
problems and to increase reliability we proposed a system for 
charging station. In this a user will know charging price for 
particular period of time, charge in battery (level), and predicts the 
life of battery or at what distance the battery will with particular 
level. This also shows no. of charging sections on map. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The major worry over the earth because of the ozone 

harming substance introduced by the ordinary inside burning 
motor vehicles is the main consideration for quickening the 
development of EV industry at supportable dimension. Then, 
again the possibility of the Electrical vehicle has started the 
coordination of the power and the transportation frameworks 
in such a way that is not possible previously. The fundamental 
connection in the 2 divisions is the batteries charging. EV 
stations are splitted into four fundamental settings: The EV 
clients plug in after returning home and vehicle energizes 
medium and must be given in the rail.  

In this sort of battery charging uncontrolled    dribble or the 
heap resistor in arrangement with the power lead no matter 
what it will devastate itself.  Yet, there are various dynamic 
parts. A home charging station for the most part has no client 
validation, metering is not required and may require a wiring 
of a devoted circuit Some convenient chargers can be divider 
which is mounted as station for charging. 

This charging might be moderate or high speed, and urges 
Electric Vehicles clients to revive vehicle while exploiting 
nearby offices. It may incorporate stopping at stations 
stoppages at shopping centers  and little focuses. 
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 These chargers might bury’ still stops to take into account 

longer separation trips. They may be utilized consistently by 
workers in metro zones, and   for   charging   while stopped for 
less or more periods. It is attainable with EV battery.  

It means to coordinate the refueling desires for normal 
drivers. This is conceivable because of battery limit and the 
ability of dealing with quicker charging is expending. 

 One can also charge Ni-Cd or Ni-MH essentially by 
putting an arrangement resistor to con fine current from the 
power source to make productive stacking. Be that as it may. 
not so with lithium particle cell(Li-lon) which has a limit more 
prominent than any time iii recent memory and don't should 
be released to charge them, yet require an entirely controlled 
charging. If we talk about the lithium particle cell is charged a 
third time against o pack of Ni-MH or one- 6th of a similar 
cadmium. In any case, this requires a moderately high supply 
current to the phone amid the charging. Semiconductors, 
equipped for conveying the heap, control end support of these 
cells with no extra outer components. ln the outline we see the 
circuit nut of the mill Li-Ion battery charger. where it finds 
that it is less demanding to make an execution like discrete 
hardware. This chip is in charge of estimating the condition of 
the battery (through its terminal Feedback) and sent by the 
control voltage yield terminal (Out). The capacitor allows 
serving as parasites RF channel and potentiometer 50 to alter 
the framework as indicated by the working voltage of the cell. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 The paper [l] is composed to give a review of 
innovation, task and the status of accessible PV charging 
techniques. Upon normal high attack of EV into network 
framework, the problem of PV lattice incorporation by the 
charger will be all the more requesting. It is visualized 
progressively filled with the executive’s framework will be 

required to deal with the charging stations for extensive EVs. 
The main problem is to stay away from matrix incursions 
when a few EVs are at the same time connected to the 
framework amid brief timeframe. In the meantime, it will be 
apex responsibility to upgrade the EV charging dependent on 
the accessibility of the PV control, continuous power request 
and tax structures. Moreover, the safe charging techniques 
utilizing battery the board framework should be kept up to 
guarantee long existence of the batteries.  In spite of the fact 
that this coordination builds the capital cost, it may be 
efficient when long haul running expense is considered. 
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 is accepted to be a potential significant field and a 
commendable speculation. The battle to supplant petroleum 
product with pure bioenergy is arrived to end. The likelihood 
of electric batteries opens another period for the transpiration 
area.  

Thus, the unrest causes an extraordinary effect on car 
division by supplying petroleum in derivative with half breed 
batteries. Accordingly, there is a colossal showcasing 
potential for electric vehicle (EV) charging stations as the 
ubiquity of EVs keeps on developing. Beside the income of 
owning one, arranging and key administration has a vital 
influence. The examination [2] endeavors to demonstrate the 
adaptability of dealing with an EV charging station, similarly 
as with the flow speed of the innovation for instance energy 
unit, battery to the shrewd matrix is additionally a 
conceivable zone to be examined. In spite of the fact that this 
coordination builds the capital cost, it might be efficient 
when long haul running expense is considered. These are 
fascinating points that give energizing further research 
openings around there.  

An original thought of picking the reasonable charging 
stations has been proposed and polished in paper [3]. 

We discussed the achievability of the strategy and set 
forward the criteria while utilizing this methodology. By 
along these lines we can extraordinarily diminish the 
multifaceted nature when confronting the area issue with no 
reference and experience. The conventional corner stores 
meet the greater part of a charging station ought to fulfill 
which empower the development procedure needs just some 
refurnishing and revamping. Some portion of the change 
procedure can be somewhat for the most part finished as per 
the significant specialized guidelines which include preparing 
the charging mechanical assembly corresponding to the 
stations' zone and scale. This strategy causes the legislature to 
settle on choices while diminishing enormous beginning 
development cost.  

Paper [4] researches the likelihood of charging battery 
EVs at working environment in Netherlands utilizing sun 
oriented vitality. As the generally low sun powered insolation 
in Netherlands, it has been stated that the power rating exhibit 
must be larger than usual by 30% regarding power rating of 
the converter. Different unique EV accusing profiles are 
contrasted of a point with limit the framework reliance and to 
augment the solar utilization powered capacity to 
straightforwardly charge the EV. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The LCD displays the following: 
1) Costing: LCD shows the cost of charging. According 

to voltage taken by battery to charge, cost is decided 
and is shown on LCD. 

2) Voltage level: voltage level of battery or battery is 
shown on LCD to convey user how much battery is 
remaining or full. 

3) Distance prediction: system predicts distance 
travelled by vehicle with particular battery level and 
normal speed. Distance prediction is shown on LCD 

so that in emergency case user will not have to waste 
time. 

MAP: Number of charging stations will be shown on MAP, 
so that user finds it easy to locate nearest charging station. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed system 
 
A square outline of charging station for electric vehicle is 

appeared in fig above. 230V framework supply is bolstered to 
the charger. The charger with rectifier circuit ventures down 
230V AC to 5V DC and feed this as contribution to battery 
and controlling unit for example Arduino Nano 
microcontroller. Voltage of charger is observed from charger 
yield. The yield of battery is given to the engine. A flag 
moldings circuit (SCC) is utilized to change over info 
voltage/current from controller to suitable dimension so that 
arduino can peruse it, aligns it and showcases the yield in like 
manner. 

IV. HARDWARE 

 Transformer: transformer changes 230 V AC to 12/5 
V AC. For this we utilized advance down 
transformer.  

 Rectifier: a scaffold rectifier is utilized to change 
over AC to DC. Scaffold rectifier comprise of 4 
diodes associated so that in every half cycle just two 
diodes are in ON condition and permits stream of 
current one way as it were. In this way changing over 
AC to throbbing DC  

 Filter: A channel is accustomed to sifting through 
any AC swell present in flag. For this we use 
capacitor which does not enable AC to go through it.  

 Regulator: controller is utilized to manage voltage 
level. The dimension of voltage never surpasses 
explicit esteem. For example the yield of voltage 
controller IC 7805 is dependably 5V.  

 Signal Conditioning Circuit (SCC): In hardware, a 
voltage divider is detached straight circuit delivering 
a yield voltage (Vout) that is a small amount of its 
input voltage (Vin).. For direct present and 
moderately low frequency,  
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a voltage divider must be adequately precise 
whenever made just of resistors.  

Fig. 2 shows the setup of prototype model/set up of 
experiment 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental set up 

 
4 V batteries that are stacked together is shown in figure 3. 

 
Fig.3. Stacked batteries 

V. SOFTWARE 

. 
Fig.4. Arduino IDE 

Fig. 4 shows the software used i.e Aurdino Nano IDE 
 

1. Verify: Compile the code and test it. It will capture 

syntax errors (such as missing semi-colons or 
parenthesis). 

2. Upload: Give the application to the board of Arduino 
Nano. You can easily see the lights on your board blink 
when you click on it. 

3. New: A new code window tab opens these buttons.. 
4. Open: This button enables a current sketch to be 

opened. 
5. Save: This saves the working one Save: This saves the 

currently active sketch. 
6. Serial Monitor: This will open a window that displays 

any serial information your Arduino board is 
transmitting. It is very useful for debugging. 

7. Sketch Name: This shows the name of the sketch you 
are currently working on. 

8. Code Area: This is the area where you write the code for 
your sketch. 

9. Message Area: This is where the IDE tells you if there 
were any errors in your code. 

10. Text Console: The text console shows complete error 
messages. When debugging, the text console is very 
useful. 

11. Board and Serial Port: Shows you what board and the 
serial port selections 

VI. RESULTS 

 
Fig. 6 Display Unit 

On the display, one can check the battery capacity, about 
how it needs to get charged in percentage, price, current, and 
most importantly the next location of charging station. The 
prototype made is a feasible and reliable solution. 
Entities appearing on Prototype Display unit at any particular 
instance are shown in tabular form.  

Table- I: Battery charging result 

Specifications Entities appearing on Prototype 
Display unit 

Battery percentage 77% 

Next charging station 4.5km 

Cost  Rs.15 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

As India is nation with immense street arrange, if nation needs 
to help the prominence of EVs, it needs to introduce the same 
number of charging station as possible.  
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